Balloon Recipe
Pink Bubbly Celebration
Perfect for a bridal shower or bachelorette party, this air-fill design features
a fun Microfoil Shape and coordinating zebra-print latex balloons. Clear
“bubbles” — made with Quick Links — increase the perceived value.

Estimated Cost: $9
Labor: About 20 minutes
Suggested Retail Price: $30-$40
Instructions:
1. Inflate two 11-inch Onyx Black latex to 8 inches and tie into a
pair. Repeat to make a second pair. Twist the two pairs together
to make a four-balloon cluster. Tie the weight to the cluster.
2. Make a 4-balloon cluster with 11-inch “Zebra Stripes” latex
inflated to 8 inches. Tie this cluster onto the previous cluster,
rotating it so it nests.
3. Make a four-balloon cluster with 5-inch Onyx Black latex
inflated to 4.5 inches. Tie this cluster onto the previous
cluster, rotating it so it nests.
4. Air inflate the 39-inch Microfoil. Roll up and tie the neck with a
length of ribbon, then tie the Microfoil into the clusters at the base.
5. Place two balloon tabs back-to-back on the top seam of the
Microfoil, and reinforce with packaging tape. Tie a length of
ribbon through the tabs.
6. Make a four-balloon cluster with 5-inch Diamond Clear latex
inflated to 4.5 inches. Tie this cluster onto the tabs.
7. Inflate a 12-inch “Zebra Stripes” Quick Link to 8 inches and tie
into the cluster from Step 6.
8. Make a four-balloon cluster with 5-inch Wild Berry latex inflated
to 3.5 inches. Tie this cluster onto the tip of the Quick Link.
9. Air inflate the 18-inch Microfoil Heart. Roll up and tie the neck
with ribbon, then tie into the cluster from Step 8. TIP: Offer to
personalize the Microfoil Heart to add more value.
10. To make the bubbles, create a chain of five 6-inch Quick Links,
inflating each one slightly smaller than the last. Repeat to make
three more identical chains. Tie the chains into two loose
pairs, then wrap through the 4.5-inch Diamond Clear cluster.

Materials:
• 1 39” “Celebrate Pink Bubbly Wine”
Microfoil Shape
• 1 18” Magenta Microfoil Heart
• 1 12” “Zebra Stripes” Wild Berry Quick
Link Balloon
• 4 11” “Zebra Stripes” Wild Berry
Latex Balloons
• 4 11” Onyx Black Latex Balloons
• 20 6” Diamond Clear Quick Link Balloons
• 4 ea. 5” Onyx Black, Diamond Clear, &
Wild Berry Latex Balloons
• Qualatex BalloonRibbon
• Adhesive Balloon Tabs
• Sand Weight

This design is created with Qualatex balloons from Pioneer Balloon Co. Photo and recipe are courtesy of Pioneer. For more
inspiration, visit “Balloon Ideas” and “Instruction Sheets” at www.qualatex.com, or call 800-999-5644.
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